Smoothed estimation and utterance verification are introduced into the N-best-based speaker adaptation method. That method is effective even for speakers whose decodings using speaker-independent (SI) models are error-prone, that is, for speakers for whom adaptation techniques are truly needed. The smoothed estimation improves the performance for such speakers, and the utterance verification reduces the required amount of calculation. Performance evaluation using connected-digit (four-digit strings) recognition experiments performed over actual telephone lines showed a reduction of 36.4% in the error rates for speakers whose decodings using SI models are error-prone. To try and find an effective model-transformation for speaker adaptation, we discuss replacing mixture-mean bias estimation by the widely used mixture-mean linear-regression-matrix estimation.
INTRODUCTION
In continuous mixture-density hidden Markov model (HMM)-based speech-recognition systems, the performance of speaker-independent (SI) phoneme HMMs for some speakers is often poor. Techniques that adapt the parameters of SI phoneme HMMs to each speaker and thus improve the performance are therefore important. These techniques are usually classified as supervised or unsupervised, in which either training utterances with or without the transcriptions are used, respectively. They can also be classified either off-line or on-line.
Instantaneous adaptation is unsupervised and on-line: the recognition utterances are used to estimate the adaptation transformation. It is especially useful in applications where there is only a very brief interaction between the speaker and the system [1] [2] . This technique must work using only a small amount of data, such as a few words or a single sentence.
In general, unsupervised adaptation techniques use a recognized word sequence, W * , obtained using SI phoneme HMMs. Parameter set 0 of the SI phoneme HMMs is adapted to each speaker by finding the control parameter set 7 in model transformation function G q ( 8 ) that maps 8 to the speaker-adapted parameter set according to the following equation, which is based on, for instance, maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation [3] .
where X is an observation sample, f(.) is the likelihood function, and g ( . ) is the a priori density function. Speakeradapted parameter set 6 is calculated using 6:
However, recognition is error-prone for some speakers, and the adaptation usually does not work for those speakers. Our proposed N-best-based instantaneous speakeradaptation method is effective y e n for error-prone speakers [4] . This method finds ij and W such that 0-8186-7919-0/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE 1015 where P ( W ) is the a priori probability of the word sequence W . (In the connected-digit recognition task used in this paper, P ( W ) is assumed to be constant for all word sequences and is thus ignored.)
Because it is too costly to attempt speaker adaptation for all possible word sequences, to reduce the search space without losing the correct sequence, the N-best paradigm of multiple-pass search strategies [SI is used to calculate likely sequences. In this method, hierarchical adaptation with several estimation iterations is used to constrain 17 in order to avoid estimating 9 a t an unexpected local maximum. In each iteration, the adapted phoneme models for the sequence that has the highest likelihood value are selected and used in the next iteration. However, the correct word sequence does not always show the highest likelihood value in the earlier estimation iterations where adaptation is insufficient. In particular, when the correct word sequence of the input speech is recognized as one of the lower best using SI phoneme HMMs, the speech is often decoded incorrectly even when adaptation is used.
We have thus added a smoothed estimation technique in which not only the sequence with the highest likelihood value after adaptation but also the other sequences are taken into account. In this technique, a confidence measure for each sequence is defined according to its likelihood value after adaptation; value of each model parameter is calculated as the weighted sum of the values of the model parameters for all N-best sequences using the confidence measures. We have also added an utterance verification technique that reduces the required amount of calculation. In our original method, to cope with the insufficient amount of data, mixture-mean bias estimation based on MAP was used. To try and find an effective model-transformation for speaker adaptation, we discuss replacing mixture-mean bias estimation by the widely used mixture-mean linearregression-matrix estimation based on maximum likelihood linear-regression (MLLR) [6] .
SMOOTHED N-BEST ADAPTATION
The proposed method consists of three steps:
1. Multiple word-sequence hypotheses of the input speech {Wl, Wz, . . . , WN} are obtained using SI phoneme
HMMs by using N-best decoding.
2.
The parameters of the phoneme models are adapted for each decoding by finding 9,:
e n + Go,(@).
3.
A confidence measure C, is defined for instance:
where C i a , is the highest log-likelihood value after adaptation, L, is the log-likelihood value for Wn after adaptation and CY is an experimental parameter. After C, is calculated for each decoding, the parameters of the phoneme models are calculated:
The difference between our original method [4] and this enhanced version is in Step 3. Originally, in Step 3, the decoding providing the maximum-likelihood value was selected for the speech, and the speaker-adapted phoneme models for that decoding were used.
Steps 2 and 3 in both methods are iterated until the adaptation in Step 2 becomes sufficiently precise by using the hierarchical codebook adaptation algorithm [7] [8]. This algorithm was developed for speaker adaptation in vector-quantization-based systems: the reference codebook elements are clustered hierarchically by increasing the number of clusters, and adaptation to the speaker is performed hierarchically from the global individuality characteristics down t o the local ones. In practice, the mixture-mean bias model, in which the biases are shared by the distributions in the same cluster, is used for model transformation function G,(.), and the number of biases or matrices (i.e., the number of clusters) increases as the number of estimation iterations increases.
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we explain how the mixture means are clustered and the mixture-mean biases are estimated.
Hierarchical clustering
In our method, a binary tree-structure is created from the input speech. The number of estimation iterations corresponds to the depth of the tree, and the number of leaves on each level corresponds to the number of clusters. The mixture-density distributions are classified into ZM-' clusters based on the distances between the centroids and the mean vectors of the distributions, where M is the number of estimation iterations.
Bias estimation
For each sequence W, in Step 2, the mixture-mean bias set 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Conditions
The database we used for creating SI (four-mixture Gaussian) HMMs consisted of Japanese digit-strings (one, two, and four digits) spoken by 177 male speakers (24,194 strings in total). The data was collected by NTT over actual telephone lines in a metropolitan area. In our experiments, each digit was represented using sub-word HMMs (head, body, and tail models [9][lO]) or using whole-word HMMs, depending on the context. We used 100 sub-word HMMs (43 head, 13 body, and 54 tail models) and 13 whole-word HMMs to represent the digits 0 to 9.
The data used for adaptation and recognition testing consisted of four-digit strings spoken by 50 male speakers randomly selected from a different database consisting of data collected by NTT Data over actual telephone lines in seven different areas [ll] . Six different strings were used per speaker. The ten best hypotheses were decoded using SI digit models, and the percentage of correct strings included within these ten best decodings was 97.3%. Sixteen mixture-mean biases were estimated for each string by using hierarchical clustering with five estimation iterations (M,,, = 5). The 50 speakers were classified into two sets: one set consisted of 9 "difficult" speakers, each of whom had two or more strings recognized incorrectly using the SI HMMs; the other set consisted of the remaining 41 "easy" speakers, each of whom had one or zero strings recognized incorrectly.
The 12th-order cepstral and delta-cepstral coefficients were calculated. Linear predictive coding analysis was used with a frame period of 8 ms and a frame length of 32 ms. Cepstral mean subtraction was performed for each utterance.
Results
Table1 lists the string recognition rates and the error reduction rates compared with the baseline performance. In the "1-best" method, the recognized sequence is used for adaptation in the conventional way. The "IO-best" is our original method [4] , and the "Smoothed 10-best" is our enhanced version. The Smoothed 10-best method was the most effective for difficult speakers whose decodings using SI models were error-prone (36.4% error reduction).
INCORPORATION OF UTTERANCE VERIFICATION
We also added an utterance verification technique to reduce the required amount of calculation for our method, in which the adaptation for one utterance must be applied N times for each iteration. For strings recognized correctly using SI models (set A) and for strings recognized incorrectly using SI models but correctly through adaptation (set B), we examined the log-likelihood ratios between the likelihood values for strings recognized as best and second best using SI models (Figure 1 ). We found that the log-likelihood ratios for set B were small and that 90.5% of the strings included in set A had higher log-likelihood ratios than the highest log-likelihood ratio for set B. For those strings it is not necessary to use N-best decoding; that is, adaptation can be done by simply using best decoding without any degradation in performance. Therefore, if utterance verification, in which the threshold shown by the dashed line in
Figure1 (B) is used in order to judge whether the N-best decoding is necessary or not, is performed, the calculation amount for our method can be greatly reduced. Table2 lists the calculation reduction rates in real time and and the string recognition rates when using the above utterance verification (UV) with a posteriori threshold. Ut- terance verification not only reduced the calculation time, but also improved the performance for both our original and enhanced methods. The average recognition rate for the Smoothed 10-best method increased from 89.3% to 90.0% (the error-reduction rate compared with the baseline performance increased from 13.0% to 18.7%).
In N-best-based adaptation, strings recognized correctly using SI models may become misrecognized through adaptation, probably because adaptation by constrained mixture-mean bias-estimation is not sufficient for some utterances, so the correct word sequences do not show the highest likelihood values. In our experiments described in Section 3, the number of utterances so affected was seven for the lo-best method and six for the Smoothed 10-best method. With utterance verification, this number was reduced to four in both cases.
BIAS VS. LINEAR-REGRESSION MATRIX ESTIMATION
To find an effective model-transformation function for speaker adaptation, we also conducted N-best adaptation experiments using linear-regression (LR) model for the Table 3 lists the string recognition rates for LR-matrix estimation without and with utterance verification when a global LR diagonal matrix was estimated in one estimation iteration. Although the LR 10-best method with UV performed as well as the Smoothed IO-best method with UV using bias-estimation ( Table 2 ) on average for all speakers, we believe that the main need is to improve the performance for difficult speakers. As shown in Table1 , the Smoothed IO-best method produced the biggest increase in performance for difficult speakers. The LR 10-best method is a promising approach because fewer parameters need to be estimated (a p x p-diagonal-matrix plus a p-vector, that is, 2 p-components) than in the Smoothed IO-best method (16 p-vectors). However, so far we have been unable to improve the performance of the LR 10-best method by increasing the number of LR matrices or by applying smoothed estimation in one iteration. This is probably because of the incontinuity between clusters after adaptation. We are now studying methods to maintain continuity and to estimate multiple LR matrices hierarchically and smoothly over several iterations.
CONCLUSION
We have presented an N-best-based instantaneous speaker adaptation method with smoothed estimation for continuous mixture-density HMM-based speech-recognition systems. Connected-digit (four-digit strings) recognition experiments performed over actual telephone lines showed that this method, which can work with only a small amount of data, is especially effective for difficult speakers whose decodings using SI models are error-prone. We also showed how the use of utterance verification reduces the required amount of calculation and reduces the number of strings that become misrecognized through adaptation. Comparison of the performance between mixture-mean bias estimation and LR-matrix estimation showed that both methods were equally effective on average, but smoothed b i a s estimation was more effective for difficult speakers. With the former approach, the error-reduction rate for difficult speakers was 36.4%, and the average for all speakers was 18.7%.
